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Zhuhai Evergrow Gas Equipment Co.,Ltd 

Located in Zhuhai City, a subsidiary company of Senbo Cryogenic Group.

We engage in design, manufacture, installation of gas system and equipments used from 
the beginning to the end in the liquid industrial gas supply chain, including: Air Separation 
Plant for Oxygen, Nitrogen and Argon, Co2 Recovery & Generation Plant, Cryogenic 
Storage Tanks and Mobile Trailers, Cylinder Filling Station and other Ancillary equipment.

A historied team has been working in industrial gas field together for over 20 years, the 
professional Design, Manufacture and Installation team with significant experience of  
successful performing EPC projects for Coca cola, Pepsi-Cola, Linde gas, Air Liquide, 
Messer and many great companies all over the world.

With more than 15 years cooperating with international band suppliers of compressor, 
refrigerator, expander, pumps ,cylinder, valves and instruments, make us partners and 
ensure our customer get best price and most reliable equipment and spare parts.

Our experts provide all-around consulting service all the time and deliver customized 
design to meet specific requirements of our client to save cost and create value.

Evergrow is committed to grow together with our customers, provide customer with 
Economical and Optimal Product with Convenient Service. We not only provide cost 
effective equipment, but also supporting the customer at every stage to make their own 
gas business successful. 

Company Profile



Carbon Dioxide Plant 

is a full set of equipment of collecting pure CO2 from a variety of sources, with methods of filtration, 
washing, adsorption, reaction, separation and rectification etc.
The CO2 Plant turns the waste into treasure, making the CO2 widely used in beverage, welding, 
firefighting, oil field, fresh keeping and many other field.

Our CO2 Systems are classified into 4 types as below:

Features:

1, Customized design for various sources of tail 
gases, minimize equipment investment and 
energy consumption while ensuring product 
function;

2, DCS automatic monitoring control system 
effectuates nobody-duty, minimizing labor cost 
and error probability substantially, monitoring 
on the key points for high safety;

3, Skid-mounted, small area and easy erection ;

4, Full stainless steel for equipment connect to 
CO2 to ensure the safety and stability of the 
whole system;

5, Multiple energy-saving design for cool & heat 
recycling, minimizing the running cost;

6, Final liquid CO2 quality meet specifications 
of ISBT, food and beverage, and customer final 
liquid quality specifications.

No. Equipment Name Feed Gas Source CO2 in Feed gas Technical Description

1 Industrial By-Product CO2 Recovery Plant (BPR)

from Fermentation process (e.g. breweries, ethanol
operations or distilleries )or Industrial sources (e.g.

soda, ammonia ,ethylene oxide production , chemical
plant, hytrogen plant ) or Natural sources (e.g. from

natural underground wells).

80%-99% Most Popular, Most Ecnomical

2 Stack Gas CO2 Recovery Plant (SGR)
from Flue gases after coal, gas or oil combustion (e.g.

power generator, boiler, lime kiln or cement plant)
8%-35% Easy to find source

3 CO2 Production Plant (CPS)
run from combustion of low sulphur content diesel,

kerosene or natural gas.
8%-11% No Source required

4 CO2 Revert Recovery System for Dry Ice Machines (RRS) Dryice Machine Same as Dryice
Dry ice production costs are

reduced up to 50 %.

Remarks: The purity of product CO2 can meet Industrial/Food Grade , up to ISBT or Coca cola standard. 

Carbon Dioxide Plant



Cryogenic Air Separation Plant (ASU) 

Basis on the boiling points of gases in air, to separate the air into pure Oxygen , Nitrogen and Argon.
- O2 atmospheric boiling point: -183℃
- N2 atmospheric boiling point: -196℃
- Ar atmospheric boiling point: -186℃
- Separate temperature:-170℃~ -192℃
- Separate pressure: 0.6~0.06Mpa.

Features:

1,Broad and proven execution expertise covering the full technology, engineering, procurement and 
construction life cycle;

2,Low pressure flow design and proven technology for reliable operation and low power consumption;

3,Trusted partner ecosystem combining global procurement capabilities with local market advantages;

4,The application of activated alumina-molecular sieve with double-layer structure 
of air purification system prolongs the durability of molecular sieve;

5,DCS automatic monitoring control system effectuates nobody-duty, minimizing labor cost and error 
probability substantially.

Output

�Nm3/h�
Purity %

Output

�Nm3/h�
Purity %

Output

�Nm3/h�
Purity %

KDON-100/250 100 99.6 250 99.999 / / 1 20×12

KDON-170/400 180 99.6 400 99.999 / / 1 25×12

KDON-350/700 350 99.6 700 99.999 / / 1 35×24

KDON-550/1000 550 99.6 1000 99.999 / / 1 35×24

KDON-1000/1000 1000 99.6 1000 99.999 / / 2 40×50

KDON-1500/1500 1500 99.6 1500 99.999 / / 2 40×50

KDON-2000/2000 2000 99.6 2000 99.999 / / 2 40×50

KDON-3000/3000/90 3000 99.6 3000 99.999 90 99.999 2 60×80

KDON-4500/4500/135 4500 99.6 4500 99.999 135 99.999 2 60×80

KDON-6000/6000/180 6000 99.6 6000 99.999 180 99.999 2 60×80

KDON-10000/10000/320 10000 99.6 10000 99.999 320 99.999 2 60×120

KDON-15000/15000/540 15000 99.6 15000 99.999 540 99.999 2 60×120

KDON-16000/16000/550 16000 99.6 16000 99.999 550 99.999 2 60×120

KDON-20000/20000/720 20000 99.6 20000 99.999 720 99.999 2 60×120

Model

Production Specification
Maintence

Interval

(Year)

Area(M2)
Oxygen Nitrogen Argon

Air Separation Plant



Cryogenic Liquid Tanks are available in vertical or horizontal orientation for cryogenic service
 from Liquid Oxygen, Nitrogen, Argon, Natural Gas to Co2. 

Models in size from 2 m3 to 200m3 ( 525 to 52,800 gallons) with pressures up to 25 barg. 

Skid Mounted
 
  -The tank can mounted with cryogenic pump, vaporizer, 
pressure regulator, weighting cell and other ancillary to 
become a skid for Gas Supply Unit or Cyliner Filling Unit.

  -Free of installation and foundation , easy  transportation.

Multilayer Vacuum Installation

 -With our Multilayer Vacuum Insulation technology and Automatic Vacuum Pump unit , our vacuum 
value of tanks can stable less than 0.05 Pa, with better heat preservation and guaranty of 3 years 
maintenance free;

 -Compare with perlite vacuum insulation tanks, the advantages are visible: 
Better insulation, lighter and the insulation layer will never sink after long period.

Container Shipment Available
 
  -Customized design for normal 20ft or 40ft ocean container.

  -Ensure the economical shipment and cargo safety.

Cryogenic Liquid Tank
Fabrication Procedure 

& Quality Control



Cryogenic Liquid Mobile Tank.

Our mobile delivery equipment is double layer with multilayer vacuum insulation, combine lighter 
weight, safety and lowest evaporation rate for better payload and maximum holding time. 

Customized dimension design to fit your truck chassis or semitrailer;

Storage Medium: liquid Oxygen, Nitrogen, Argon, Natural Gas, CO2.

We offer a wide range of Cryogenic Mobile Tanks for road, rail, and sea distribution, our mobile tanks 
provide the flexible extended reach solution for cryogenic gas supply.

Cryogenic Transportation Microbulk Storage Tank

Specification

Capacity: 1m³~5m³
Working pressure: ≤3.5MPa
Medium: LOX, LIN, LAr, LCO2
Insulation: Multilayer High Vacuum

Feature

Microbulk solutions - an innovative gas storage platform, 
specially designed for substitutes of industrial cylinder 
users in cutting, welding, lab, hospital, etc. 
The system allows packaged gas distributors and users 
to enjoy the benefits of on-site gas delivery.

Free Foundation ! Free Installation ! Easy Transportation  

Flow Chart



Unique Technique
 
 Large storage tank upside-down construction, reduce crane costs by 90%, Increase 
efficiency by 50%

Professional Design
 
The structure are calculated and simulated to resist to high winds and earthquakes in 
accordance with the GB or API on the geographies.
deformation and strap damage test, drawstring pre-burry test,NDE test .etc on tanks to 
quality control

 

Cryogenic Liquid Tank (Flat bottom Tank)

The Flat Bottom Cryogenic Liquid Storage Tanks are available for large amount of liquid Oxygen, 
Nitrogen, Argon, Natural Gas storage in atmospheric temperature. 
Models range in size from 400 m3 to 30000m3 with pressures 10kpa ~50kpa. 

International Experience Team
 
Perfessional Design, Manufacture and Installation teams with more than 30 successful 
projects experience for Linde gas, Air Liquide, Messer and many great company at 
home and abroad.

Flat Bottom Storage Tank



Industrial Gas Supply or Cylinder Filling Station

The industrial gas supply unit or cylinder filling unit for Oxygen, Nitrogen, Argon , Carbon Dioxide , 
supply to user or filling in cylinders, 
We offer skid mounted or static system from standard to specialty and custom engineered.

We support our customers building up their gas business and supply various gas ancillary 
equipment, such as cryogenic liquid pump, Vaporizer, Filling manifold , Dewar flask, Cylinders  etc.

Ancillary

We also provide engineering design and relevant accessories for 
whole set of LPG supply system
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